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Abstract 

 

World Economic Forum put food security as the most pressing challenge of our generation. While 

agricultural sectors across the world have become more productive over the last half a century, 

there is still room for improvement when it comes to seed selection. Seed selection remains crucial 

since wrong choices of seed variety cannot be compensated with fertilization or mechanization. 

The purpose of this work is to design a strategy for selecting the elite soybean varieties that should 

be commercialized in the following year.  
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Introduction 
 

The world's growing population and ever growing demand for food demand challenges the seed 

industry to develop and improve their seed varieties that maximize the yield and hence the profits 

for the farmers who use these high-quality seeds. However, it is a challenge to farmers and bio-

tech firms alike since there are numerous parameters that influence a crop yield. Further, varying 

land management, disease resistance, weather conditions, and soil type add to the complexity of 

seed selection by adding to the secondary traits desired by the farmers according to Breene, K. 

(2016).   

 

Syngenta is one such bio-tech firm looking to use the power of data to identify which soybean 

varieties to commercialize. This is a critical decision for Syngenta since its costly to perform a 

wide range of experiments. Moreover, Syngenta must find the right balance so as to provide seed 

varieties that meet or exceed customer's expectations. 

 

To develop a solution that Syngenta can use to support their seed variety selection problem, we 

wanted to follow a structured analytical process. We found that INFORMS Certified Analytics 

Professional (CAP) framework of seven domain areas an ideal roadmap on how to understand the 

problem by eliciting intelligent questions from stakeholders and then develop a solution that is 

analytically valid and can be implemented in practice. According to INFORMS (2014), the 

analytical process can be decomposed into seven different yet co-dependent domain areas. This 

process is similar to the commonly known Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining 
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(CRISP-DM)1, both of which help align analytical solutions with business objectives to drive 

better business outcomes.  

  

Figure 1 depicts INFORMS domain areas in sequential order, yet in practice one will likely revisit 

previous domains frequently. Essentially the process begins with defining the business problem, 

turning the problem into an analytical problem, and developing a mathematical solution that aligns 

with the original business problem. This is the strategy we followed to develop our solution to the 

Syngenta problem. 

  

 

Figure 1: INFORMS seven analytics domain areas  

In the remainder of this paper, we discuss the business problem in detail, transform the business 

problem into an analytics problem, discuss the data provided and relationships found, describe the 

methodologies we tested, and discuss the models developed. We provide R code that Syngenta 

could use to deploy our solution, which could be automated with just parameter recalibration for 

future experimental years. 

  

Business Problem 
 

Syngenta is a bio-tech company looking to use the power of analytics to identify the soybean 

varieties to commercialize for the year of 2015-16. To become a commercial variety each seed 

variety must pass through a series of "stage gates" performed annually. Each year the data from 

yield tests are analyzed, and a decision is made to either continue or discard. The final stage gate 

is the decision to commercialize which is also captured by graduation year. Syngenta continues 

testing on about 15 percent of the varieties tested in any given year as shown in Figure 2.   

 
Figure 2: Syngenta stages [1] 

Analytics Problem 

                                                           
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross_Industry_Standard_Process_for_Data_Mining 
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In order to get an idea about the complexity of the given problem, we initially began by checking 

the correlation between YIELD and RM. While the description of the problem suggests that yield 

and RM share a significant positive correlation, we found the relationship to be weakly positive.  

The objective of the problem was to choose the top 15% elite soybean varieties that Syngenta has 

to commercialize to maximize their sales volume in the following year.   

  

Data 
 

The data set contained 258,254 entries, each representing one of 535 experiments done on 15,632 

varieties. These experiments were done in one of 153 locations to control for variations in 

exogenous factors like soil quality and weather. Table 1 provides a data dictionary of the variables 

provided as well as features generated in our analysis. 

 
Variable Definition 

YEAR the year that the experiment was conducted 

EXPERIMENT Experimental varieties of similar relative maturity are tested together in experiments. In 

the first year of yield testing, experiments often contain closely related experimental 

varieties, with the goal of selecting the best representatives of a family. In the second and 

third year of testing, varieties from different families are tested together to determine 

which varieties will be advanced to the next year or commercialized. In addition to the 

experimental varieties, designated “check” varieties are contained in the experiments for 

comparison.  

LOCATION Experiments are grown at many locations, depending on the stage of testing.  Individual 

varieties may respond differently to different sets of environmental conditions.  One of the 

reasons that varieties are tested over multiple years is to see how varieties will respond to 

a larger population of environments.  For the purpose of this challenge, we are assuming 

that the yield trial locations are representative of the market that the varieties will be sold 

in.  You may, however, find that some testing locations are more predictive than others as 

to the future performance of a variety.  

VARIETY the designation of the individual variety that is being evaluated in the experiment. From a 

botanical perspective, a variety is group of soybean plants that are genetically identical. 

They are selected for characteristics that are desirable to a grower (yield and agronomic 

traits). The seeds harvested from a soybean variety will be genetically the identical from 

one generation to the next.  

FAMILY identifies the “breeding population” from which a variety was derived. Members of a 

breeding population are highly related to each other since they are derived from the same 

parents. Many representatives from a breeding population are typically tested together 

every year with the goal of selecting the best representative of the population.  

CHECK commercial soybean varieties that are used as performance benchmarks in yield trials. 
Check varieties are typically elite commercial varieties that are used as benchmarks to 

measure experimental variety performance. Since the check varieties are already being 

sold, an experimental variety needs to outperform the check varieties to be considered to 

move to the next stage of testing. After an experimental variety graduates to commercial, 

it may become a check in the following years.  

 

RM Soybean Relative Maturity – Soybean varieties are affected by day length throughout the 
growing season. Day length triggers soybean plants to produce seed during the summer 

and to mature in the fall. Soybean varieties are assigned a relative maturity number (e.g. 

2.5) which reflects differences in amount of time it takes individual varieties to reach 

physiological maturity. For example, a 2.5 RM variety matures relatively later than a 2.1 

RM variety. Historical data show late maturing varieties have greater yields than early 

maturing varieties, so it is important to account for this effect.  



REPNO replication number. Soybean yield experiments are typically replicated. Data from the 

individual replicates are included in this dataset.  

YIELD the amount of grain per unit of land that a soybean variety produces. Grain yield in 

soybeans in the United States is measured in bushels per acre.  

CLASS_OF the final year that a soybean variety is tested prior to commercialization.  

GRAD varieties that graduate to commercialization following their final year of experimental 

evaluation.  

BAGSOLD the number of bags of seed sold in the second year after commercialization. High relative 
sales volume in the second year of sales is associated with the superiority of a variety 

relative to other choices in the marketplace.  

YieldperRM (derived 

variable)  

YIELD/RM, so that we have a better variable than just YIELD and RM  

 Table 1: Data dictionary 

In the pre-processing phase we detected some outliers on RM < 1. We also removed the records 

where GRAD value was NULL. We only considered those records where GRAD was either YES 

or NO to train the proposed models.  

  

Methodology Selection 
 

Here we briefly discuss some of the methods we believed to be necessary in our data analysis.  

First, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), is a commonly used statistical method to detect difference 

between group means, which partitions the total variation in the response variable (SST) into either 

explained by different treatments (SSTR), or unexplained (SSE). Thus, if the variation triggered 

by treatment is relatively large as compared to that unexplained, we will be able to conclude that 

there is indeed a difference among groups greater than what would be realized by chance along 

(i.e. statistically significant). This is particularly useful in the factor screening process. We 

conducted ANOVA tests to prove statistical significance of our predictors. 

Next, decision trees were used for predictive modeling purposes. A classification tree will be 

trained as the target variable CHECK is a categorical variable. Decision trees selects the most 

significant features on the basis of which we can divide the dataset into different groups. This is 

done so that the records with different behavior are contained in different data groups or clusters. 

We used decision trees to make the clusters of the data so that clusters have records which have 

similar behavior within each cluster.  

 

Lastly, we implemented a target distribution heuristic. In the target distribution, we aggregated the 

data on the basis of variety and year of experiment. Then, we used this dataset to train and test our 

model. The distribution of BAGSOLD for years 2012 and 2013 can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 

4 and later we show how our solution is acceptable in reference to these plots. 



 
Figure 3: Histogram of BAGSOLD for those experimented in year 2012 

 
Figure 4: Histogram of BAGSOLD for those experimented in year 2013    

Model Building 
 

Variable Importance 

To screen the factors, we run one-way ANOVA tests on the potential quantitative (and ordinal) 

predictors of which the result of Yield by Year stands out. As shown in the output (Figure 5), the 

F-score is 1207.895, yielding a p-value of 0.000 leading to a rejection of the null hypothesis that 

all means of yield are equal across different years. To prove our conclusion, the mean plot of yield 

demonstrates a clear upward trend after the year 2010, despite a subtle drop in 2012 (Figure 6).     



 
Figure 5: F-test YEAR vs YIELD 

 

 
Figure 6: Plot of mean YIELD vs YEAR 

  

We also conducted multiple comparisons using Tukey’s Honest Significance Difference Test2 to 

ensure valid results (Figure 7).  We conclude that year contributes to the variation in yield, and 

will be included in the model.  

                                                           
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tukey%27s_range_test 



 
Figure 7: Tukey's HSD result 

 

A similar procedure is implemented for relative maturity. Although RM is a quantitative variable, 

SPSS software artificially categorized it by assigning numerous bins. As seen in the ANOVA 

output of Yield by RM (Figure 8), the F-score is 178.333, considerably less than that of Yield by 

Year yet remains statistically significant. Consequently, we decide that as least one mean of all 

RM groups is not equal to the rest. As seen further in the mean plot (Figure 9), suggests an upward 

trend before RM reaches roughly 3.7, which starts a fluctuating downfall in yield, in spite of a 

spike when RM is between 4.7 and 5.8.  

 



 
Figure 8: F-test for YIELD vs RM 

 

 
Figure 9: Plot of mean YIELD vs RM 

Predictive Modeling 

Model 1: (The model we tried but could not generate convincing results) 

The unknown variable that we need to predict to get the Top 15% varieties is to predict 

the BAGSOLD for those who are from the class of 2014. As we have a target variable, this 

problem can be solved using supervised learning algorithms. We tried different nonlinear models 

using backward stepwise selection on the entire dataset of 258,254 records. We could not obtain 

quality fits for the entire dataset. This could have been due to the fact that there might be different 



clusters that were behaving differently. Clustering the data into different clusters and then 

fitting appropriate models on those clusters separately seemed to be a good pathway.     

  

The question which was posed to us now was that on what basis to cluster them. We thought of 

applying a classification tree with CHECK as our target variable. The CHECK variable here 

indicates which of the varieties are elite. But, before applying decision trees on the entire data set 

we needed to be sure that CHECK levels (TRUE and FALSE) are uniformly distributed among all 

the experimental years. We started to explore the distribution. We found that both the levels 

(TRUE and FALSE) were only present in experimental years 2012 and 2013 as shown in Table 2 

below. 

 

   CHECK levels 
YEAR FALSE TRUE 
2009 123   
2010 575   
2011 6421   
2012 3507 3597 
2013 2288 2467 
2014   2916 

Table 2: The distribution CHECK levels across years. 

Therefore, we were required to use the data of only experimental years 2012 and 2013 in order to 

train the models and come up with an authentic model that predicts the variable BAGSOLD with 

greater accuracy. We tried to first cluster the data using the decision tree. The tree showed RM as 

the most significant variable (Figure 10). Once we found the clusters, we now tried to fit models 

separately on these clusters. For this we split each cluster into training and testing datasets and 

then fitted non-linear models (with BAGSOLD as target and RM, YIELD and YEAR (dummy 

variables) as predictors), which yielded a respectable adjusted R-squared (~70%) on the training 

data, as well as testing dataset. However, when we tested these trained models on the dataset of 

experimental year 2014, we got unrealistic (distribution was not similar at all to previous years) 

results for the values of BAGSOLD. 

 

 

 



 
Figure 10: Decision tree with CHECK as the target variable 

Model 2: (This model generated more conclusive results) 

We started from scratch and we again explored the raw data with year on year trend of each variety. 

We aggregated basically two columns BAGSOLD and YIELD on the basis of VARIETY and 

YEAR to see the trend of only those varieties which graduated in the given time period of data. 

The YIELD and BAGSOLD showed pretty much similar trends over the years and the varieties as 

shown in Figure 11. We took sum aggregation of BAGSOLD and YIELD and average aggregation 

of RM on the basis of YEAR and VARIETY. We then applied a non-linear model using backward 

stepwise selection with aggregated value of BAGSOLD as target variable and other aggregated 

variables as predictors. This model overfit the data as we observed from the comparison of adjusted 

R-squared values among the training and testing data sets.  

 



 
Figure 11: Behavior of BAGSOLD and YIELD aggregated over years and Variety 

To remedy model over-fitting, we tried some regularization techniques like Ridge regression and 

Lasso regression. Ridge regression did improve the result but it could not tackle the problem of 

over-fitting. On the other hand, Lasso improved the result as well as it solved the problem of over-

fitting by driving the parameter coefficients all the way to zero, thus making the model less 

complex.      

 

We then applied this Lasso model to the evaluation set which consists of only varieties from the 

class of 2014. We used their aggregated YIELD and RM (aggregated on the basis of VARIETY 

and for each YEAR) to predict the BAGSOLD for the following year of these 38 varieties. We 

took the predicted value for the latest year of experiment of every variety and extrapolated that 

value for the following year as a measure of potential sales volume of these varieties. 

 

Results 
 

The predicted potential sales volume for each variety in the evaluation set can be seen in Table 3. 

 

CLASS_OF VARIETY FAMILY RM BAGSOLD 
2014 V114655 FAM11247 2.5          1,885,261  
2014 V114553 FAM06574 2.5          1,796,116  
2014 V114649 FAM11251 2.5          1,722,934  
2014 V114556 FAM13833 2.3          1,693,617  
2014 V152322 FAM13828 3.1          1,012,118  
2014 V114589 FAM11189 3.1          1,010,079  
2014 V152306 FAM13804 3.2              995,892  
2014 V114545 FAM01215 2.6              988,908  
2014 V152300 FAM01223 3.4              986,674  
2014 V152320 FAM11190 3.1              986,061  



2014 V152440 FAM06776 3.9              983,577  
2014 V114688 FAM06758 3.2              978,922  
2014 V152415 FAM06784 3.5              972,922  
2014 V113396 FAM05408 3.9              971,877  
2014 V152325 FAM01215 3.4              971,124  
2014 V152324 FAM01215 3.5              969,706  
2014 V114685 FAM06758 3.0              956,324  
2014 V114676 FAM11223 3.2              952,145  
2014 V152334 FAM01223 3.6              941,047  
2014 V114569 FAM06563 2.6              923,468  
2014 V114565 FAM01215 3.0              922,083  
2014 V140408 FAM01209 2.7              919,701  
2014 V114530 FAM06560 2.7              916,572  
2014 V114564 FAM01215 2.8              911,928  
2014 V152312 FAM13852 2.8              906,345  
2014 V114585 FAM06560 2.8              880,487  
2014 V140364 FAM08217 2.0              855,586  
2014 V114541 FAM06538 2.9              847,075  
2014 V114538 FAM13851 2.8              839,303  
2014 V151236 FAM13840 2.2              827,869  
2014 V140393 FAM07868 2.1              804,164  
2014 V140432 FAM13872 2.1              788,017  
2014 V151161 FAM10485 1.9              778,135  
2014 V151273 FAM10404 1.9              692,719  
2014 V151284 FAM07855 1.9              626,773  
2014 V104000 FAM10353 1.5              623,634  
2014 V151283 FAM10354 1.8              606,035  
2014 V152253 FAM01407 3.7              297,078  

Table 3: Final Result: Predicted potential sales volume for each variety of class 2014. 

The top 15 % varieties on the basis of potential sales volume are depicted in Table 4. 

 

Top 15% Varieties 
V114655 
V114553 
V114649 
V114556 
V152322 
V114589 

Table 4: List of top 15% varieties 

We justify the performance of this model by examining the distribution of the BAGSOLD for the 

given data and compare it with distribution of the predicted data. Figure 12 and Figure 13 shows 

the distribution of BAGSOLD for years 2012 and 2013 respectively. Figure 14 shows the 

distribution of predicted values of BAGSOLD which shows quite similar pattern as seen in Figure 

12 and Figure 13. As stated previously in the other models we tried we were not able to obtain a 

target distribution that resembled previous year’s output. Since 2012 and 2013 were so similar we 

made the assumption that 2014 should be more or less in alignment with those years.  



 
Figure 12: Histogram of BAGSOLD for those experimented in year 2012 

 
Figure 13: Histogram of BAGSOLD for those experimented in year 2013 



 
Figure 14: Histogram of BAGSOLD for those experimented in year 2014 

 

Deployment 
 

In practice, we would like to discuss our findings and recommendations with stakeholders to see 

if our assumptions of BAGSOLD for 2014 are indeed true with regard with previous years. We 

believe this domain expert feedback would help justify if our solution could indeed be deployed 

to support the business problem of identifying elite seed varieties going forward. If this solution is 

believed to be valid, the model can be deployed using the R-code we provided in the Appendix of 

this paper. Then just output results in a csv file containing the latest variety for each year. 

 

Conclusions & Model Life Cycle Management 
 

Identifying elite commercial varieties is a challenging analytics problem, but must be performed 

as best as possible by Syngenta to meet the expectations of their customers. We tested several 

models and identified one that we were most comfortable recommending to stakeholders for 

further discussion. 

 

Our model generates results on the basis of year on year data of each variety. Model 1 gave very 

unrealistic results which may have been due to the repetition of each variety in multiple records. 

This is because each variety was experimented multiple times at different locations for different 

years. Moreover, the distribution of the response (BAGSOLD) did not seem realistic based upon 

the consistency of previous years 

 

Model 2 on the other hand generated acceptable results as the training was performed on the 

aggregated dataset and the distribution of BAGSOLD did resemble a distribution that is in 

alignment with previous year. Thus, the final model we propose is Model 2.  

 

Lastly, our model does not take into account the effect of family and location where the seed was 

grown. We cannot recognize which locations were good with yield and which were bad. As new 

data is gathered year on year, the model will need to be re-estimated/re-calibrated. This is because 

we have trained our model on the recent past 2 years’ data.  
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Appendix 

 

R-code 

############# Calling the libraries required ############ 

library(caret) 

library(ISLR) 

 

################ Input the Raw Data file ################ 

Experiment_data=read.csv("B:\\MS BAIM\\INFORMS OR case competition\\Experiment Data.csv" 

                         ,head=TRUE,sep="," 

                         ,colClasses = c("factor","factor","factor","factor" 

                                         ,"factor","factor","numeric","numeric" 

                                         ,"numeric","factor","factor","numeric")) 

 

dim(Experiment_data) 

################# Experimental data ##################### 

data_with_bagsold = Experiment_data[Experiment_data$BAGSOLD>0 & !is.na(Experiment_data$BAGSOLD),]  

summary(data_with_bagsold) 

 

############# Aggregating the Experimental data ############### 

YIELD = aggregate(YIELD ~ VARIETY + YEAR, data = data_with_bagsold, sum) 

BAGSOLD = aggregate(BAGSOLD ~ VARIETY + YEAR, data = data_with_bagsold, sum) 

RM = aggregate(RM ~ VARIETY + YEAR, data = data_with_bagsold, mean) 

#CHECK = aggregate(CHECK ~ VARIETY + YEAR, data = data_with_bagsold, mean) 

 

agg_data = merge(YIELD, BAGSOLD,by = c('VARIETY','YEAR')) 

agg_data = merge(agg_data, RM,by = c('VARIETY','YEAR')) 

head(agg_data) 

summary(agg_data) 

 

################ making dummy variables for Year ################## 

 

dummies_YEAR = model.matrix(~agg_data$YEAR-1) 

colnames(dummies_YEAR) = c('YEAR_2009','YEAR_2010','YEAR_2011','YEAR_2012' 

                           ,'YEAR_2013','YEAR_2014') 

 

agg_data=data.frame(agg_data,dummies_YEAR) 
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########### Splitting into the training and the test set ########## 

inTrain=sample(nrow(agg_data),112*0.7, replace = FALSE) 

train_with_bagsold=agg_data[inTrain,] 

test_with_bagsold=agg_data[-inTrain,] 

 

################ training the models ################### 

linear.model=step(lm(BAGSOLD~YIELD+I(YIELD^2)+I(YIELD^3)+RM+I(RM^2)+I(RM^3) 

                     +YEAR_2012+YEAR_2013+YEAR_2014+YEAR_2009+YEAR_2010+YEAR_2011 

                     ,data = train_with_bagsold),direction='backward') 

summary(linear.model) 

 

 

validate_lm = defaultSummary(data=data.frame(obs=test_with_bagsold$BAGSOLD 

                                             ,pred=predict(linear.model,newdata=test_with_bagsold))) 

validate_lm 

 

##################### Ridgefit ######################## 

 

ctrl=trainControl(classProbs = FALSE,summaryFunction = defaultSummary) 

Ridgefit=train(BAGSOLD~YIELD+I(YIELD^2)+I(YIELD^3)+RM+I(RM^2)+I(RM^3) 

               +YEAR_2012+YEAR_2013+YEAR_2014+YEAR_2009+YEAR_2010+YEAR_2011 

               ,data = train_with_bagsold 

               ,method = 'foba' 

               ,trControl = ctrl 

               ,preProcess=c("center","scale") 

               ,tuneLength = 16 

               ,metric = 'RMSE') 

 

Ridgefit 

 

##################### Lassofit ######################## 

 

lassofit=train(BAGSOLD~YIELD+I(YIELD^2)+I(YIELD^3)+RM+I(RM^2)+I(RM^3) 

               +YEAR_2012+YEAR_2013+YEAR_2014+YEAR_2009+YEAR_2010+YEAR_2011 

               ,data = train_with_bagsold 

               ,method = 'lars' 

               ,trControl = ctrl 

               ,preProcess=c("center","scale") 

               ,tuneLength = 16 

               ,metric = 'RMSE') 

lassofit 

 

validate_lm = defaultSummary(data=data.frame(obs=test_with_bagsold$BAGSOLD 

                                             ,pred=predict(lassofit,newdata=test_with_bagsold))) 

validate_lm 

 

pred = predict(Ridgefit,newdata = test_with_bagsold) 

summary(pred) 

hist(pred) 

 

############### Preparing Evaluation set #################### 

Evaluation_set = Experiment_data[Experiment_data$CLASS_OF=='2014',] 

dim(Evaluation_set) 

############# aggregating the Evaluation data ############### 



YIELD = aggregate(YIELD ~ VARIETY + YEAR, data = Evaluation_set, sum) 

RM = aggregate(RM ~ VARIETY + YEAR, data = Evaluation_set, mean) 

 

agg_eval_data = merge(YIELD, RM,by = c('VARIETY','YEAR')) 

dim(agg_eval_data) 

summary(agg_eval_data) 

################ making dummy for Year ###################### 

 

dummies_YEAR = model.matrix(~agg_eval_data$YEAR-1) 

colnames(dummies_YEAR) = c('YEAR_2009','YEAR_2010','YEAR_2011','YEAR_2012' 

                           ,'YEAR_2013','YEAR_2014') 

 

agg_eval_data=data.frame(agg_eval_data,dummies_YEAR) 

 

############# Predicting using the appropriate model ############# 

############# and adding that to the column in the Evaluation set ######### 

pred = predict(lassofit,newdata = agg_eval_data) 

agg_eval_data$BAGSOLD = predict(lassofit,newdata = agg_eval_data) 

 

########## Output the final file with Predicted values on the Evaluation set ###### 

write.csv(agg_eval_data,file = 'B:\\MS BAIM\\INFORMS OR case competition\\Evaluation set with Bagsold.csv' 

          ,row.names = FALSE) 

 


